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Session 1: Distinction between

 Commissioning (Cx)
 Testing, Adjusting, Balancing (TAB)
 Pre-commissioning (Pre-TAB)

Project team often mixed up the 3 functions, assuming conventional
TAB as modern commissioning…

Evolution of “Testing & Commissioning” (T+C) in local building industry

30 years ago

20 years ago

5 years ago

Why so
many
people?

Engineer

Commissioning Specialist (CxS) re-definedTAB

TAB (So-called 3rd Party T&C Agent) emerged

Technicians

Designer

Procedures &Test Data – Skill based Process – Quality Assurance
Oversee TAB/PreTAB as one of the process components

Commissioning is merely systems start-up

Documentation required

Go green
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Testing Adjusting & Balancing (TAB) literature

Testing Adjusting & Balancing (TAB) literature

TAB requires instruments and field labor in taking data
Person in charge must have basic system knowledge and understand laws of physics

Advanced instrument for assessmentConventional instrument for design intent
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Pre - TAB or Pre-Commissioning literature

Pre-Testing Adjusting & Balancing or Pre-Commissioning literature

“Modern” Commissioning literature
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Commissioning literature

What you find in Testing Adjusting & Balancing (TAB) literature…e.g.:

What you find in Commissioning (Cx) literature…: no instrument demo, etc.
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What you find in Commissioning (Cx) literature…: no instrument demo, etc.

TAB (Testing, Adjusting & Balancing):

Implementing procedures to obtain test data with appropriate instruments
according requirements of Construction Documents.

Personnel must have knowledge on fundamental physics laws, functionality and
operation of systems being tested.

Specification is often already provided by system designer. Work maybe
performed by contractors themselves if they possess the qualified personnel &
appropriate instruments (3rd party is optional unless specified)

Cx (Commissioning):

Initiate the process right from the beginning to verify design development,
tender requirements, construction document, submittal, test data/checklist,
technical documentation, handing over & training that will meet the objectives in
Owner’s Project Requirements. Commissioning Plan is dictated by CxS.

Monitoring operation parameters, manage set points and fine tuning active
systems to achieve result.

Personnel must be well versed in system design, TAB procedures, operation and
maintenance practices. Can be managed by individual or a professional team.

Possess excellent communication skill. Sequence of work:

Communication – Documentation - Verification

Analogy to a Doctor

• Examine a patient, taking reading with
hand held instrument.

• Have a general understanding of system
and education guess on the cause

• Prescribe the necessary diagnostic tests
required: blood test, radiography, MRI,
etc

• Doctor will not perform these diagnostic
tests, he/she may not even own any one
of these test equipment

• Interpret result of diagnostic tests and
determine the cause of sickness

• Prescribe medicine or operation to cure
the sickness

• Instruct patient to undergo diagnostic
test after treatment

• Doctor associates with medical center

CxS

• Study the project requirements and listen
to input of project team members

• Understand Owner’s Project Requirement
and Basis Of Design

• Draft commissioning plan and build in
requirement of pre-commissioning & TAB
into contract documentation.

• CxS may not perform these pre-Cx or
TAB works, he/she may not own any of
the TAB test instrument

• Interpret result of pre-Cx & TAB tests to
judge performance of system

• Suggest rectification or fine tuning to
achieve final performance

• Conduct post occupancy survey and
ensure on-going operation meet OPR

• CxS associates with affiliated company…
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Fundamentals & Practical Approach
to Building Commissioning

(Day 2)

Session 2: Guideline & Standard

ASHRAE Standard 202 & Guideline-0 :
The Commissioning Process

- Fundamentals & Illustration on Value Add -

ASHRAE Guidelines 0 on Building
Commissioning is the most

popular for green buildings

ASHRAE Standard 202 (2013) gives
more details and updated
illustrations to Guideline-0

ASHRAE Guidelines 0 / Standard 202 on Building Commissioning
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ASHRAE Guidelines 0 / Standard 202 on Building Commissioning

ASHRAE Guidelines 0 / Standard 202 on Building Commissioning

ASHRAE Guidelines 0 / Standard 202 on Building Commissioning
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ASHRAE Guidelines 0 / Standard 202 on Building Commissioning

Illustrative examples for documents mentioned in
ASHRAE Guideline-0 & Standard 202

Example of documents will be shown on the screen. As they may
contain some information of existing Clients, they may not be able
to be downloaded by participants. But the main points will be
discussed on screen. These include:

Examples of Design Review Report

Examples of Commissioning Plan

Examples presentation for Commissioning Review meeting

Examples of Owner’s Project Requirement

Example of Basis Of Design

Examples of Commissioning Report

Examples of System Manual

Examples of Training Record & Plan (essential video, if needed)

Cases showing how CxA value add to the project team

Two final documents normally required by green building certification:

 System Manual

 Commissioning Report

Content of System Manual

ASHRAE Guidelines 0 / Standard 202 on Building Commissioning
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Most Green Building required : System Manual + Commissioning Report

Content of System Manual…con’t

Most Green Building required : System Manual + Commissioning Report

Commissioning Report can be a separate document:

ASHRAE Standard 202 on Building Commissioning

CxS is suppose to “review others’ work”. How much does a CxS
is expected to check on others’ work?
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ASHRAE Standard 202 on Building Commissioning

ASHRAE Standard 202 on Building Commissioning

ASHRAE Standard 202 on Building Commissioning
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ASHRAE Standard 202 on Building Commissioning

LEED requirement on CxA (Similar to GBI)
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Important: CxS will “verify”, not “validate”…

Only the system designer or Owner can validate…

As in LEED Version 4, the role of CxA is reworded as:

“Commissioning & Verification”

See below the difference:
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Extracted from ASHRAE presentation: Phases of project

SD
Cx Review

DD
Cx Plan

T
e
n

d
e
r

Hand
over
CVA

During his tenure as CEO, Grove oversaw a 4,500%
increase in Intel's market capitalization from $4 billion to
$197 billion, revenue increased from $2,672 in its first
year, to $20.8 billion in 1997

According to Grove, "Business
success contains the seeds of its
own destruction," explaining that
"Success breeds complacency.
Complacency breeds failure. Only
the paranoid survive.”

As a result, he urges senior
executives to allow people to test
new techniques, new products, new
sales channels, and new customers,
to be ready for unexpected shifts in
business or technology.

Grove explains his reasoning:

• A corporation is a living organism; it has to continue
to shed its skin. Methods have to change. Focus has
to change. Values have to change. The sum total of
those changes is transformation

Grove preferred to keep open channels of
communication between employees, and encouraged
people to speak their minds. "People here aren't afraid
to speak up and debate with Andy." They termed this
style "constructive confrontation.“

Grove was noted for making sure that important details
were never missed, with one of his favorite sayings
being, "The devil is in the details.”

Above extract from Wikipedia…
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According to Grove, "Business success contains the
seeds of its own destruction," explaining that "Success
breeds complacency. Complacency breeds failure.
Only the paranoid survive.”

Designers will design on the project model and
construction team’s approaches to build it will base
on individual past successful record. That is to say,
each person works on our successful background.

But not every 2 buildings are the same, they differ in
building forms, systems included, occupants’ profile,
etc. Thus, an experienced personnel not part of the
design & construction team, as CxS can give
valuable input from different stand point &
background…

Analogy:

Grove explains his reasoning:

• A corporation is a living organism; it has to continue
to shed its skin. Methods have to change. Focus has
to change. Values have to change. The sum total of
those changes is transformation

Usage of a building may be changed continuously from
original inception several years prior to construction.
The current facility requirements can be different from
the original owner’s project requirements. But
construction team’s objective can be completing it
without change.

An independent CxS can monitor the progress, fine
tuning system by trending data, adjustment of original
set points, etc. to optimize benefit to occupants.

Analogy:

Grove preferred to keep open channels of
communication between employees, and encouraged
people to speak their minds. “ People here aren't afraid
to speak up and debate with Andy." They termed this
style "constructive confrontation.“

In the process of establishing OPR, voices from all
members of the Cx Team, including Owner, Designers,
future O&M, etc will be sought in open manner.

During Design Review, the team may be expanded to
include contractors & suppliers for the best cost-
performance of the project.

The CxS can manage the constructive communication
to facilitate the achievement of OPR.

Analogy:
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Grove was noted for making sure that important details
were never missed, with one of his favorite sayings
being, "The devil is in the details.”

Great Designer can come out with excellent concepts
but throughout the submittals, attention has to be paid
to the details to ensure constructability and the design
intent is not compromised.

Analogy:

Fundamentals & Practical Approach
to Building Commissioning

(Day 2)

Session 3: Other Commissioning
Guidelines

- Reference to USA, UK, etc. -
- Role of Affiliated Company to

Commissioning Specialist -

In subsequent slide, you may see if you can perform GBI Cx, you most probably
can fulfill requirements of other Cx Guidelines

Other Cx Guideline – LEED Version 4

Fundamental commissioning and verification

EAp1 | Required

Intent

To support the design, construction, and eventual operation of a project that meets
the owner’s project requirements for energy, water, indoor environmental quality,
and durability.

Requirements

Commissioning Process Scope

Complete the following commissioning (Cx) process activities for mechanical,
electrical, plumbing, and renewable energy systems and assemblies, in
accordance with ASHRAE Guideline 0-2005 and ASHRAE Guideline 1.1–2007 for
HVAC&R Systems, as they relate to energy, water, indoor environmental quality,
and durability.

Requirements for exterior enclosures are limited to inclusion in the owner’s project
requirements (OPR) and basis of design (BOD), as well as the review of the OPR,
BOD and project design. NIBS Guideline 3-2012 for Exterior Enclosures provides
additional guidance.

Develop the OPR & BOD.
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Fundamental commissioning and verification
Con’t:

The commissioning authority (CxA) must do the following:
 Review the OPR, BOD, and project design.
 Develop and implement a Cx plan.
 Confirm incorporation of Cx requirements into the construction documents.
 Develop construction checklists.
 Develop a system test procedure.
 Verify system test execution.
 Maintain an issues and benefits log throughout the Cx process.
 Prepare a final Cx process report.
 Document all findings and recommendations and report directly to the owner

throughout the process.

The review of the exterior enclosure design may be performed by a qualified
member of the design or construction team (or an employee of that firm) who is
not directly responsible for design of the building envelope.

Other Cx Guideline – LEED Version 4

Current Facilities Requirements and Operations and Maintenance Plan

Prepare and maintain a current facilities requirements and operations and
maintenance plan that contains the information necessary to operate the building
efficiently. The plan must include the following:

 a sequence of operations for the building;

 the building occupancy schedule;

 equipment run-time schedules;

 Set points for all HVAC equipment;

 set lighting levels throughout the building;

 minimum outside air requirements;

 any changes in schedules or set points for different seasons, days of the week,
and times of day;

 a systems narrative describing the mechanical and electrical systems and
equipment;

 a preventive maintenance plan for building equipment described in the systems
narrative; and

 a commissioning program that includes periodic commissioning requirements,
ongoing commissioning tasks, and continuous tasks for critical facilities.

Other Cx Guideline – LEED Version 4

Enhanced commissioning
EAc1 | Possible 2-6 points

Intent
To further support the design, construction, and eventual operation of a project that
meets the owner’s project requirements for energy, water, indoor environmental
quality, and durability
Requirements
Option 1. Enhanced commissioning (4 points)
Complete the following commissioning process (CxP) activities for mechanical,
electrical, plumbing, and renewable energy systems and assemblies in accordance
with ASHRAE Guideline 0–2005 and ASHRAE Guideline 1.1–2007 for HVAC&R
systems, as they relate to energy, water, indoor environmental quality, and durability.
The commissioning authority must do the following:
 Review contractor submittals.
 Verify inclusion of systems manual requirements in construction documents.
 Verify inclusion of operator and occupant training requirements in construction

documents.
 Verify systems manual updates and delivery.
 Verify operator and occupant training delivery and effectiveness.
 Verify seasonal testing.
 Review building operations 10 months after substantial completion.
 Develop an on-going commissioning plan.
Include all enhanced commissioning tasks in the OPR and BOD.

Other Cx Guideline – LEED Version 4
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Option 2. Monitoring-based commissioning (4 points)
Achieve Option 1.
Develop monitoring-based procedures and identify points to be measured and
evaluated to assess performance of energy- and water-consuming systems.
Include the procedures and measurement points in the commissioning plan.
Address the following:

 roles and responsibilities;
 measurement requirements (meters, points, metering systems, data access);
 the points to be tracked, with frequency and duration for trend monitoring;
 the limits of acceptable values for tracked points and metered values (where

appropriate, predictive algorithms may be used to compare ideal values with actual
values);

 the elements used to evaluate performance, including conflict between systems,
out-of-sequence operation of systems components, and energy and water usage
profiles;

 an action plan for identifying and correcting operational errors and deficiencies;
 training to prevent errors;
 planning for repairs needed to maintain performance;
 the frequency of analyses in the first year of occupancy (at least quarterly);

Update the systems manual with any modifications or new settings, and give the
reason for any modifications from the original design.

Other Cx Guideline – LEED Version 4

Commissioning literature

Commissioning literature
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Commissioning literature

Commissioning literature (sample only)

Commissioning literature (sample only)
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Centered around HVAC but also include other M&E sytem

A lot of useful checklists inside

A lot of useful checklists inside
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A lot of useful checklists inside

A lot of useful checklists

A lot of useful checklist
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Fundamentals & Practical Approach
to Building Commissioning

(Day 2)

Session 4: GBI Documentation

Documentation Expected by GBI on
Commissioning Process Implemented

&
Commissioning Report & System Manual

Preparation

Green Building Index (NRNC Tool)

SPECIFIC TASKS OF THE CxS
Tasks of CxS are mentioned precisely in the following section of GBI Tools:
GBI NRNC EE6 ENHANCED COMMISSIONING OF BUILDING ENERGY SYSTEMS (3 points)

Ensure building’s energy related systems are designed and installed to achieve proper
commissioning so as to realize their full potential and intent. Appoint an independent GBI
recognized Commissioning Specialist (CxS) at the onset of the design process to verify
that comprehensive pre-commissioning and commissioning is performed for all the
building's energy related systems in accordance with ASHRAE Commissioning Guideline
or other GBI approved equivalent standard/s by:

• Conducting at least one commissioning design review during the detail design stage
and back-check the review comments during the tender documentation stage.

• Developing and incorporating commissioning requirements into the tender documents.

• Developing and implementing a commissioning plan.

• Verifying the installation and performance of the systems to be commissioned.

• Reviewing contractor submittals applicable to systems being commissioned for
compliance.

• Developing a systems manual that provides future operating staff the information
needed to understand and optimally operate the commissioned systems.

• Verifying that the requirements for training operating personnel and building occupants
are completed.

Green Building Index (NRNC Tool)

GBI NRNC EE7 POST OCCUPANCY COMMISSIONING (1 point)

Carry out post occupancy commissioning for all tenancy areas after fit-out changes are
completed:

1. Design engineer shall review all tenancy fit-out plans to ensure original design intent is not
compromised and upon completion of the fit-out works, verify and fine-tune the
installations to suit.

2. Within 12 months of practical completion (or earlier if there is at least 50% occupancy), the
CxS shall carry out a full post/re-commissioning of the building's energy related systems to
verify that their performance is sustained in conjunction with the completed tenancy fit-
outs.

With data acquired in EE6, CxS will help M&E Consultant to review fit-out plans and oversee post
commissioning of the Fit-Out Contractor. CxS will work with Owner’s operational and maintenance staff to
perform the post commission of building systems. CxS may have to spend considerable time in reviewing fit-
out plans and supervise post commissioning of systems.

Even though the requirement of CxS is only mentioned in the Energy Efficiency section of GBI Tools (V1.0),
the commissioning process is actually related to performance of other items in GBI Tools as well. Examples
of related credits are EE8: Verification (2 points); EE9: Sustainable Maintenance (3 points); EQ14: IAQ
Before & During Occupancy (2 points); EQ15: Post Occupancy Comfort Survey (2 points); and WE5:
Metering & Leak Detection System (2 points), IN: Innovation In Design & Environmental Design Initiatives,
etc.
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ASHRAE Standard 202 on Building Commissioning
Whatever deliverables complying with this standard

Will be more than satisfying GBI

Note: Standard 202 is for whole building commissioning, whereas, green building commissioning is part of it…

COMMISSIONING REPORT

The summary commissioning report should include the following:

 Executive summary of the process and the results of the commissioning
program, including observations, conclusions, and any outstanding items.

 History of any system deficiencies identified and how they were resolved,
including any outstanding issues or seasonal testing scheduled for a later date.

 Systems performance test results and evaluation.

 Confirmation from the CxS indicating whether individual systems meet the
Owner's project requirements, basis of design, and contract documents.

 Summary of the design review process.

 Summary of the submittal review process.

 Summary of the O&M documentation and training process.

SYSTEM MANUAL

The system manual should include the following for each commissioned system:

 Final version of the basis of design.

 System single-line diagrams.

 As-built sequences of operations, control drawings, and original set points.

 Operating instructions for integrated building systems.

 Recommended schedule of maintenance requirements and frequency, if not
already included in the project O&M manuals.

 Recommended schedule for retesting of commissioned systems with blank test
form from the original commissioning plan.

 Recommended schedule for calibrating sensors and actuators.
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SYSTEM MANUAL

SYSTEM MANUAL

SYSTEM MANUAL
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SYSTEM MANUAL

Important features,
if any, must appear

in summary of
SYSTEM MANUAL

Fundamentals & Practical Approach
to Building Commissioning

(Day 2)

Session 5: Economics of Building
Commissioning

Hard Questions on Dollars & Cents
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CxS cost

CxS cost

CxS cost
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CxS cost

CxS cost

Illustrative examples for CxS costing

We must estimate the cost in rational way, otherwise

• The ability to deliver the value-add to Owner is greatly
compromised

• GBI will receive complaint from Owner about the exorbitant CxS
cost.

Generally, it shall be based on the following criteria:

• Size of the project

• Complexity of the project, including design & level of
certification.

• Location of the project

• Duration of design & construction

• Members of design and/or construction team

A simple demo by Excel will be conducted on screen.
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Fundamentals & Practical Approach
to Building Commissioning

(Day 2)

Session 6: Systems Expected to be Included in
Scope of Works for Green Building

Commissioning Specialist

Direct & Related Credits in Green Building Rating
Systems on Commissioning Specialist

Green Building Index (NRNC Tool) - CxS related items

EE1 MINIMUM EE PERFORMANCE
EE2 LIGHTING ZONING
EE3 ELECTRICAL SUB-METERING & TENANT SUB-METERING
EE4 ADVANCED EE PERFORMANCE
EE5 ADVANCED EE PERFORMANCE
EE8 EE VERIFICATION & MAXIMUM DEMAND LIMITING (Demand Response)
EE9 SUSTAINABLE MAINTENANCE

EQ1 MINIMUM IAQ PERFORMANCE
EQ3 CARBON DIOXIDE MONITORING AND CONTROL
EQ5 MOULD PREVENTION
EQ6 THERMAL COMFORT: DESIGN & CONTROLLABILITY OF SYSTEMS
EQ7 AIR CHANGE EFFECTIVENESS
EQ8 DAYLIGHTING
EQ9 DAYLIGHT GLARE CONTROL
EQ10 ELECTRIC LIGHTING LEVELS
EQ13 INTERNAL NOISE LEVELS
EQ14 IAQ BEFORE & DURING OCCUPANCY
EQ15 POST OCCUPANCY COMFORT SURVEY: VERIFICATION

SM13 BUILDING USER MANUAL
WE1 RAINWATER HARVESTING
WE2 WATER RECYCLING
WE3 WATER EFFICIENT - IRRIGATION/LANDSCAPING
WE4 WATER EFFICIENT FITTINGS
WE5 METERING & LEAK DETECTION SYSTEM
IN1 INNOVATION IN DESIGN & ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN INITIATIVES

Green Building Commissioning normally includes first 3 items below:
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Building Automation
within HVAC or
Electrical, shall be
separated
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Discussion on several RFP from Owners

Several Request For Proposal (RFP) examples will be discussed on
the scope of work for CxS.

Illustration will be made on screen but as it may contain some special
information of the Owner, some documents may not be able to be
downloaded by participants.

It must be clear that CxS service is not only preparation of
documentation for EE6 & EE7.

Fundamentals & Practical Approach
to Building Commissioning

(Day 2)

Session 7: Examples of Design Review on
Various Systems that Affect the Results of Final

Commissioning

Expectation of Clients on Input from
Commissioning Specialist

How To Work In Sync & Contribute to the Construction
Team for Overall Success of Project Objective

Achievement:
Part 1

In modern building, the sophistication in operation has been enhanced by the state-
of-art Building Control/Automation/Management System (BCS, BAS or BMS in
short) whereby installation of advance sensors & metering devices has greatly
improve the ease of operation.

However, many operators have not fully realize the enormous trending & analyzing
function of in data logging of such advance system that can produce useful
inference on the proper operation of building system. Many green building rating
system require the implementation of such function and it is normally summarizing
it as Energy Management System (EMS) which actually is a software layer on top
of the existing BCS/BAS/BMS.

Locally, the successful implementation of EMS in optimizing operation has been
demonstrated in several green buildings that have gone through Completion &
Verification Assessment exercise.

The term Energy Management System can be refer to a computer system

which is designed specifically for the automated control and monitoring of the heating,
ventilation and lighting needs of a building or group of buildings such as university
campuses, office buildings or factories. Most of these energy management systems
also provide facilities for the reading of electricity, gas and water meters. The data
obtained from these can then be used to produce trend analysis and annual
consumption forecasts.

EE1 - EMS (Energy Management System):
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BenefitsofEMS:

• Facilitate the management of energy usage in the building or facilities

• Trending and monitoring energy consumption

• Automatic and consistent reaction to events

• Provide a means to gather and view information quickly

• To provide an environment for the building occupants that is comfortable
and safe.

How is it done?

 Monitor Utility Meters

 Measure Temperatures, Relative Humidity, Pressure, CO2, lux, etc.

 Monitor status of equipment – ON/Off, Open/Closed, VSD speed, etc.

 Digital Control to start and stop equipment

 Analog control to adjust set point values, Control Valves, Dampers

and Variable Frequency Drives

What are the EMS strategies?

 Basic Strategies

– Time Scheduling

– Optimum Start and Stop

– Night set-back on set point values

– Peak Demand Limiting

 Advanced Strategies

– Major load such as Chiller Plant Optimization

– Morning Cool-Down sequence

– Static Pressure & temperature reset

– Daylight saving monitoring & control

– CO2 Demand Ventilation control

Results of good EMSstrategies :

 A comfortable and safe environment for the building occupants

for the lowest possible cost.

Green Buildings use EMS (Energy Management System) to monitor BEI:
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Analysis of Results for operators’ actions :

Trending Results on Overall BEI:

Maximum Demand Control On Chiller Plant :

Each point = 15 min interval
Trend logged data on total
chiller power (kW)
For 202 days

EE8 EE VERIFICATION & MAXIMUM DEMAND LIMITING
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A typical VAV -AHU system: L2M-1

Interpretation of VSD speed :

CO2 level monitoring :
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Fresh air supply system:

CO2 level monitoring :

L6

L7

Results of CO2 monitoring :
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Temperature & Humidity monitoring :

Temperature & Humidity monitoring :

Duct static pressure monitoring :
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Duct static pressure monitoring :

Duct static
pressure reset:

Duct static pressure monitoring :

looks likealmostaCAV system…MostVAV openfullyduetooriginalminFA%supply
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Duct static pressure monitoring : stillunder investigation

looks likealmostaCAV system…MostVAV mayopenfullyduetoundersized AHUororiginal
minFA%supply. MayneedtoresetminimumairflowofVAV andletRACO2sensortotake
overallcontrol

Daylight harvesting & saving monitoring :

Daylight harvesting & saving monitoring :

1.0 - 3.5%
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Daylight harvesting & saving monitoring :

Daylight sensor

Table level

Table level

Occupancy
sensor

Manual
switch

Daylight harvesting : Co-relate outdoor illumination withtable top illumination

Daylight harvesting : Co-relate outdoor illumination withtable top illumination
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Daylight harvesting & saving monitoring :

Daylight harvesting & saving monitoring :

Daylight harvesting & saving monitoring :

Façade
Lighting On
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Energy Management System Re-commissioning

Why is system re-commissioning important?

Even well-constructed buildings experience performance degradation over time.

No matter how well building operators and service contractors maintain equipment,

if it operates inefficiently, or more often than needed, energy waste and reliability

problems can occur.

Why is preventive maintenance not enough?

Preventive maintenance has a focus on component-by-component care, rather than

taking the holistic view that operation.

Benefits of EMS Re-commissioning:

1. Reduction in building operating costs

2. Reduction in occupant complaints

3. Increased ability to manage the Energy Management System

4. Building staff receive training and improved documentation

5. Building occupants are more comfortable or safer

The Re-commissioning Process:

1. Set up Initial meeting to identify the equipment and scope of work and timeline

2. Assign the responsibilities

 Commissioning leader

 Coordinate with the building occupants

 Access to the equipment

 Who provides replacement parts or performs repairs or calibration

3. Perform a site survey of the equipment & study the existing EMS data.

4. Create the re-commissioning list, addressing the possible issues as open tasks.

5. Perform the re-commissioning process on the equipment

 Test each item on the check list

 Capture a list of items checked and the open items

 Repair items that can be repaired or perform re-calibration.

6. Prepare a report of the items corrected and the open task items

7. Create a follow-up plan to resolve the open task items

Energy Management System Re-commissioning

THANK YOU

MALAYSIA CHAPTER


